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A AM7 A7  
Five minutes more,  
F#m D F#7 Bm  
Only five minutes more --  
B7 E7 Bm7-5 E7 Cdim A Edim E7  
Let me stay, let me stay in your arms.

A AM7 A7  
Here I am begging for  
F#m D F#7 Bm  
Only five minutes more,  
B7 E7 Bm7-5 E7 Fdim A D9 A A7  
Only five minutes more of your charms.

Bridge:  
D Dm  
All week long I dreamed about  
A Cdim A AM7 A A9  
Our Sat - ur - day date.  
D A C#7 F#m  
Don't you know that Sun - day morn - ing  
B7 E7  
You can sleep late?

A AM7 A7  
Give me five minutes more,  
F#m D F#7 Bm  
Only five minutes more,  
B7 E7 Bm7-5 E7 Fdim A D9 A  
Let me stay, let me stay in your arms.